Multiphase Echosounder to Improve
Shallow-Water Surveys
Hybrid Approach to Produce Bathymetry and Side Scan Data
By Lisa Brisson • Dr. Tom Hiller

A

detailed knowledge of shallow-water
bathymetry is vital for a wide range of
marine activities. Surveys are required for
navigation channels, dredge works, lake
and dam management, environmental mapping, marine archaeology, pipeline and cable routes,
and offshore construction. These
surveys are typically carried out by
small vessels of opportunity, often operating in less than 20 m of water. The current
technology utilized for this type of work is
typically inefficient and costly due to the design of these
legacy instruments. This inefficiency has manufacturers exploring new innovations in swath bathymetry systems and
has led EdgeTech to the development of a novel swath sonar technology, the multiphase echosounder (MPES). This
article describes the technology behind the MPES, with examples from a recent survey trial to demonstrate the advantages over traditional systems and show the new technique’s
bathymetric accuracy.
Background
A wide-swath sonar mounted on a small survey vessel is
an accepted solution for high-resolution full coverage surveys in the nearshore environment, where the shallow draft

and maneuverability of
the vessel enables
safe
operations
around shorelines
and hazards. This
type of survey vessel
requires a compact sonar head that can be pole
mounted and interfaced with
a variety of ancillary position,
heading and motion sensors.
The single-beam echosounder was the survey tool of choice
once acoustic technology was accepted
into the field, and is still in use today. Following
that, and more common today, the multibeam
echosounder (MBES, or beamformer), originally developed
(Top) Co-registered bathymetry and high-resolution side scan
imagery of mooring blocks along the seafloor in a sheltered
marina. The data were captured by a 550-kHz system. (Bottom) Co-registered bathymetry and high-resolution side scan
imagery of eel grass. Water depth is less than 1 meter at
chart datum. The data were captured by an EdgeTech 6205
550-kHz/1,600-kHz model.
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(Top) At left is the reference surface and patch test area location in the St. John’s River, Jacksonville, Florida. At right is
the EdgeTech 6205 550-kHz/1,600-kHz model deployed on a
retractable bow pole mount. (Middle) At left is the reference
surface created by a traditional MBES using only the highestquality data, or 90° sector. At right is the test line acquired
with the EdgeTech 6205 MPES at 12-times water depth. (Bottom) EdgeTech 6205 swath confidence as a function of water
depth for a nominal water depth of 10 m. The solid blue line
is fitted to these values for visualization purposes and the Total Vertical Uncertainty (TVU) for International Hydrographic
Organization (IHO) Special Order surveys is shown by the flat
red horizontal line.

for deeper-water surveys, has been used in this role. While
MBES systems have a larger coverage than the very narrow
single beam, the MBES systems still have a limited beam
spread, which is narrowed as water becomes shallower. This

limits the survey efficiency and requires
the vessel to spend extended time in shallower areas running very tight survey lines
to ensure coverage. The restricted swath
width also struggles to offer confidence of
full coverage in complex nearshore environments, where shoals can rise rapidly. In
addition, the poor-resolution backscatter
imagery typically available from the MBES
hinders feature interpretation, and the
wide MBES beam footprint at low grazing
angles limits the achievable resolution at swath edges.
Since the late 1990s, an alternative sonar technology, the phase-differencing bathymetric sonar (PDBS,
or interferometer), has been in use in
the commercial shallow-water environment. The PDBS uses several side
scan staves, typically three or four,
in parallel to determine the angle of
arrival, while simultaneously collecting true digital side scan data. The
side scan geometry of these sonars
yielded a very wide field of view and
offered a wider swath width, which
was maintained in shallower waters,
increasing area coverage productivity. This survey efficiency advantage, however,
was offset by the inherent sensitivity of phase data
to sea noise, reverberation and multipath, which
resulted in a cloud of data points spread around
the seabed. The survey efficiency gained in the
field was often lost in the time-consuming postprocessing required for the typical PDBS data set.
In addition, the side scan geometry of the PDBS
also meant systems suffered from a wide nadir
gap, sometimes of several meters. Furthermore,
certain models were also limited to pinging port
and starboard alternately, reducing along-track
resolution.
These limitations in the MBES and PDBS technologies led to the development of a novel idea
to utilize a side scan transmit geometry, with an increased
number of receive staves. These multiple receive staves allow the application of beamforming and beamsteering techniques to direct the sonar sensitivity toward the seafloor to
optimize the performance. The side-scan stave geometry
maintains the wide swath and high-resolution imagery capabilities, while beamsteering reduces the data noise and
eliminates the nadir gap. This combined hybrid technology
is called the multiphase echosounder (MPES), which was
first launched by EdgeTech in 2014.
A Hybrid Approach
The MPES technology uses a pair of transducers, one facing port and one starboard, to produce the bathymetry and
side scan data. Each transducer has 10 bathymetry receive
elements to derive up to nine phase difference measurements per side. These multiple phase measurements provide several benefits when resolving for the seafloor soundings. First, the high number of receive elements improves

Simultaneous data collection from an EdgeTech 6205 MPES of bathymetry, backscatter and high-resolution side scan imagery.

the accuracy of each bathymetric point by providing additional information to derive mean and standard deviations
for each sample in order to statistically filter out the dual
echo (or multipath) contaminated samples. This approach is
analogous to the statistical processes used by beamforming
systems to derive the result for each beam, and has similar
benefits in terms of making the data much cleaner and more
accurate. Second, the increased channel count also allows
beamforming and beamsteering processing methods to focus energy at nadir, creating a denser data set in this region.
This closes the nadir gap, and achieves complete bathymetric coverage of the seabed across the swath, including under
the transducers. The beamforming also enhances rejection
of multipath effects, reduces sensitivity to reverberation, and
increases the rejection of extraneous acoustic noise; problems that are often encountered in shallow-water surveys.
In addition to the 10 bathymetry receive elements, the
EdgeTech MPES transducer design incorporates two dedicated full-length transmit and receive channels to obtain
the side scan records. This allows the system to retain the
high-quality and high-resolution imagery normally associated with EdgeTech dual-frequency side scan sonars without
interfering with the bathymetry signals.
The simultaneous, co-registered data sets are a useful
tool both in real time and when processing, greatly aiding
interpretation of the sonar data. During acquisition, the improved ability to accurately analyze what is being seen by
the sonar improves survey and processing efficiency and
planning; for example, enabling the rapid identification of
coverage issues caused by wakes and sonar shadows. The
full bathymetric coverage combined with the side scan
imagery enables the surveyor to validate the detection of
seabed features, while weeding out the effect on the sonar
of boat wakes and schools of fish. The interpretation of geometric shadows from the side scan imagery over more complex shallow terrain, where there may be sharp drop-offs,
channel edges and shoals, makes such features much easier
to identify in the bathymetry. These types of environmental
effects usually confuse the point cloud data from an MBES,
but become quite clear in an MPES data set.
The combination of co-registered bathymetry and highresolution side scan imagery also enables a faster post-processing data flow. The side scan confirmation of least-depth
points and the use of side scan shadows to confirm feature
geometry gives added confidence in the bathymetry data
editing, and aids feature interpretation during the editing
process. Dredge marks that would only just show up in the
bathymetry can be clearly seen in the side scan image, and

changes in bottom type that affect the bathymetry data can
be more easily identified.
Many engineering inspection surveys require full coverage side scan inspection of the site along with the bathymetry to fully grasp an understanding of that environment.
An integral part of the data collection with a MPES allows
greater confidence in debris clearance surveys, and enables
the identification of smaller objects that would not show up
clearly in the bathymetry, such as pilings and masts, or lowrelief objects like protective matting.
Lastly, the MPES technology employs frequency-modulated (FM) or chirp pulses and matched filter processing
techniques. These additional approaches increase side scan
range and resolution requirements while retaining bathymetric accuracy to further extents or swath widths when
compared to single frequency or continuous wave-based
systems.
Proving MPES Performance
In order to plan and monitor a survey mission, the surveyor needs an understanding of the depth accuracy of the
sonar being used. In the development of MPES technology,
the generation of appropriate uncertainty models was an
important step, but determining theoretical error models
of this new technique is complex and proved difficult to
reconcile. Direct empirical measurements of the system uncertainty were required to refine and verify the new sonar
models and ensure that the total propagated uncertainty
(TPU) applied in the data processing is consistent with real
data as collected.
Statistical techniques for analyzing and optimizing the
performance of swath bathymetry systems have been used
for several decades, especially in the analysis of multibeam
echosounders. A well-used technique is to compare a single
line of test data against a reference surface to determine the
sonar depth repeatability and consistency. Statistical analysis of the difference between the reference surface and the
test line will provide a good indication of the accuracy and
repeatability of the sonar as a function of position across
the swath. The total vertical uncertainty (TVU) measured in
these tests include all instrument and measurement inaccuracies, not just the sonar uncertainty. As such, the determined TVU can be considered as a worst case for the contribution from the sonar system under investigation.
For the tests of the EdgeTech 6205 MPES, a shallow-water
data set was collected in the St. John’s River in Jacksonville,
Florida, November 2013. A traditional MBES survey system
was used to generate a reference surface, and this was com-

pared to lines collected using an EdgeTech 6205 deployed
on a retractable bow pole mount. A POS MV from Applanix
and a Trimble HPD450 radio were used for position and
attitude, with height control in final processing using Applanix POSPac post-processed kinematic (PPK) GPS data.
The survey area chosen was in a nominally flat, dredged
navigational channel approximately 10 m deep. To generate
the reference surface, 16 orthogonal sets of 200-m lines at
15-m spacing were repeatedly run over the channel with
a traditional MBES. In order to generate the most accurate
reference, the MBES processing only used the highest quality beam data over a 90° swath. A test line was then collected over this reference surface using the EdgeTech 6205
MPES. The test line was acquired using the full field of view
(200°) and provided a swath width to more than 12 times
water depth. The reference and test line surveys were compared and a set of profiles across the test-swath area was
generated from each surface. The difference between the
test line and the reference surface was generated for each
profile, and multiple difference profiles were compared to
find the mean and standard deviation of the differences
as a function of the distance across the swath. This analysis showed the consistency between the reference surface
and test line was within IHO Special Order specifications
to a swath width of approximately nine times water depth,
and was within IHO Order 1a specifications to 12 times
water depth.
The total vertical uncertainty values obtained from this
comparison can be used to inform sonar users about system capability, and aid in the use of advanced post-processing algorithms, which require TVU information with
the sonar data.
Conclusions
Increased demand for full-coverage, shallow-water
mapping has led to the development of a new technology
to improve the efficiency and accuracy of shallow-water
surveys. The unique MPES, or hybrid approach, takes the
benefits of both phase and beamforming methods while

overcoming the limitations of each. This produces a sonar
that retains a wide swath in shallow water with better spatial resolution across the whole swath than beamformers,
and without the inherent noise and nadir gap of interferometers.
The accuracy of the EdgeTech 6205 MPES was demonstrated using the comparison of a test line with a reference
surface, allowing the empirical determination of system
uncertainty as a function of the distance across the swath.
The sonar data from the EdgeTech 6205 MPES showed
compliance with survey standards across a wider swath
than traditional systems. This allows for fewer sweeps
across the survey area, resulting in more efficient and productive survey plans. It also decreases data acquisition
time and costs while providing a safer navigation routine
from hazards, like quickly rising seafloors that are most
common in shallow areas.
Furthermore, using the combined approach of the
MPES provides the additional ability to validate 3D point
data using the co-registered side scan imaging capabilities, thus providing a reliable survey tool for the hydrographic community.
The MPES technology described above is the basis for
all of EdgeTech bathymetry products, including the polemounted 6205 and AUV, ROV and ASV 2205 systems. ST
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